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SEMESTER

OFFENSE

Spring 2007

Student contacted the publisher's Web site
for additional course information.

Summer 2007
Fall 2007

None.
On two different occasions during exams in
Economics student exchanged exam papers
with another student at his request and
without the authorization of the instructor, so
that that student would have the same exam
paper as neighbor and could copy off that
other student's exam, giving that student an
unfair academic advantage.
While serving in a paid position as a Teaching
Assistant for Chemistry, student offered a
special help session for students in Chemistry
the night before the final examination.
Student charged at least some of the students
$150 to attend the help session. During the
help session student talked to some of the
students individually outside the room and
offered to send a text message with some of
the answers to the examination questions. In
addition student did, in fact, send text
message answers to some of the students in
the class.
None.
None.
Student turned in two compositions for credit
in Italian for which student had used an online
translation.
Student submitted a written report of
Operating Room Experience for credit in

Fall 2007

Spring 2008
Summer 2008
Fall 2008
Spring 2009

FACULTY OR HONOR
COUNCIL DECISION
Faculty

SANCTION
Per recommendation of Program Director, student wrote a letter
of apology to the publisher, and was required to meet with
Assistant Chair to further talk about ethics and future profession.
No further punitive action was recommended.

Honor Council

Received an "F" in the course and suspension for one term (spring
2008).

Honor Council

Immediate expulsion. No further employment on Baylor campus
allowed.

Faculty

Received a "0" for the assignments.

Honor Council

Received an "F" in the course.
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Spring 2009

Spring 2009

Summer 2009
Fall 2009

Nursing. Student also provided a copy of the
report to two other students who copied
major portions of the report word for word in
their own reports which were submitted for
credit in another section of the same course.
Student provided student's Matlab homework
assignment to another student who
submitted that work as his own for credit in
Engineering.
Student sent an email to the other students in
Theater Arts offering to give student's
roommate's extra stamped program for one
of the required theater productions to anyone
who did not have one, even though this
involved a graded element of the course.
None.
During the Spring semester 2009, student
engaged in dishonorable conduct in
connection with academic matters when
student, a TA,:
1. Failed to follow the instructions of the
supervising professor by providing to the
students in Psychology section copies of
quizzes and past exams from professor’s class
for students to review prior to exams even
though student was aware of professor’s
security related to Psychology quizzes and
exams.
2. Misrepresented facts when student told
some students in the section that the quizzes
and exams they were reviewing prior to exams
(materials kept in secured binders) had been
provided by professor for such use.

Faculty

Received a warning from the professor.

Faculty

Received a failing grade on the test.

Honor Council

Received permanent expulsion, prohibition on employment by the
University, and stamp on transcript that student was expelled for
an Honor Code violation.
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3. Entered the Psychology and Neuroscience
main office copy room (which is used for the
preparation and storage for examinations) and
looked at exams being copied by student staff
when student, TA, did not have authorization
to view these exams.
4. Failed to follow the instructions of the
supervising professor when student had
unauthorized study sessions which student
called student-led study sessions with the
section of Psychology even after professor
told student that all study sessions must be
open to all students taking Psychology class.
5. Misrepresented facts about professor and
the section of Psychology when student told
some students at the end of the semester that
professor had been conducting an experiment
on their section of Psychology.
Fall 2009

Fall 2009

Fall 2009
Spring 2010

Student asked another student to provide
notes regarding extra credit papers so that
student could do reports for events not
attended in order to receive extra credit in
Business Law.
Student attended classes without making
timely financial settlement, past the seventh
class day, without authorization from the
dean.
Student misrepresented facts about student
to professor as an excuse for behavior in class
that day in Nursing.
While acting as a teaching assistant, student

Faculty

Received no credit for either assignment.

Faculty

Received an email warning.

Faculty

Received an “F” in the clinical course.

Honor Council

Graduation dependent on successful completion of Independent
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Spring 2010

Summer 2010
Summer 2010

Summer 2010

Summer 2010

Summer 2010

Fall 2010
Spring 2011

gave two students grades which they did not
earn in Math. In addition, during the fall
semester of 2008, student gave one of these
students a grade not earned in Math.
Student submitted a lab report for another
student so that student would receive
academic credit in Electrical and Computer
Engineering for the report. The other student
had not attended the lab for which the report
was submitted.
Student supplied electronic copies of
assignment (both exercises and source code)
to another student in Computer Science.
On numerous occasions student supplied
complete electronic copies of assignments
(both exercises and source codes) to another
student in Computer Science.
Student corrected one student’s code for an
assignment in Computer Science and then
provided corrected code to another student in
the class.
In violation of the professor’s prohibitions
regarding collaboration of this type, student
assisted another student in cheating in
Computer Science by providing that student a
copy of the project code. When this was
discovered, student also lied to the professor
by stating that the code had been taken
without student's knowledge or consent.
Student suspected that another student was
copying off of student's exam during a test in
Psychology and failed to report that to the
professor. In addition, student failed to
adequately protect the exam so that the other
student could not copy from it. In the
alternative, student allowed the other student
to copy answers from the exam.

None
Student used an online translator in

study with 3 faculty members to be completed by March 30, 2011.
Failure to successfully complete the study will result in expulsion.
Faculty

Received a “0” for the lab report.

Faculty

Received a reprimand.

Faculty

Retroactively received an “F” for the course.

Faculty

Received a reprimand.

Faculty

Received an “F” for course.

Honor Council

Not Guilty.

Honor Council

Received a permanent “F” in the course.
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Summer 2011
Fall 2011

Fall 2011

Spring 2012

Summer 2012
Fall 2012

Spring 2013
Summer 2013

completing the final homework assignment
and second composition in Spanish giving
student an unfair academic advantage on the
assignments.

(2nd Violation –
Automatic referral)

None

In violation of instructions given in the course
syllabus, student used an online translator in
completing an annotated bibliography in
Spanish, giving student an unfair academic
advantage on the assignment.
Student used an online translator in
completing the second composition in Spanish
against the guidelines stated in the course
syllabus thus giving student an unfair
academic advantage on the assignment.
While completing a lab for credit in Chemistry
student had in student's possession lab
reports belonging to a student who had taken
the lab in a previous semester. Student knew
or should have known that this conduct would
give student an unfair academic advantage on
the assignment and that it was unauthorized
by the professor.
None.
In order to give student an unfair academic
advantage in Chemistry, student used a
“Groups at Baylor” Facebook page in an
attempt to obtain completed course material
from students who had previously taken the
course.
None.
None.

Faculty

Received a “0” on the assignment.

Faculty

Received a “0” for the assignment.

Faculty

Received a warning from the professor.

Faculty

Received an “F” for the course for the semester.
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